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so on. Thus. il in interpreting a dreant one asks for a description of this
shadow figure. people will describe their own inf'erior lunction. Then when
one has become somewhat conscious ol the sha<low, the inferior tunction
will give the animus or the anima ligure a special quality. For exarnple. the

aninra ligure, if personified by a particular human being. will very olten
appear as a person of the opposite lunction. Again. when personifications

of the self appear, the

same sort

of thing will

happen.

Another kind of personification. but one which naturally has to do with
the shadow. occurs when the fourth function is contanrinated by the lower
levels of the social strata of the population or by the lamous under-developed
countries. It is a marvel how we in our superior arrogance look down on the
'under-developed countries' and project our inlerior functions upon them!
The under'dcvelopcd countries are within ourselvesl rhe inferior function
often appears as a wild Negro or Indian. It is also frequently represented
by exotic people of sonre kind: Chinese, Russian, or whoever may possess
thing unknown to the conscious realm, as ilit wanted to say, " it is as unknown 10 you as the Chinaman's psychology."
This social representation ol the inferior llnction is particularly fitting
in that this function tends to have. in its negative aspect. a barbaric character.

It can cause a state of possession: if. for exarnple, introverts lall into extraversion. they do so in a possessed and barbaric way. Irnean barbaric in the
sense of being unable to exert conscious control. being swept away. being
unable to put a brake on, unable to stop. This kind ol exaggerated. driven
extraverion is rarely found in genuine extraverts. but in introverts it can
be like a car without brakes that speeds on without the slightest control. An
introvert may become highly disagreeable, pushy. arrogant. and shout so
loudly that the whole room has to listen. Such inferior extraversion may
suddenly pop out in this way when an introvert is drunk.
The introversion of the extravert isjust as barbaric and possessed but
not so visible to society. An extravert, if possessed by barbaric introversion.
disappears right out ol'life. He goes mad in his own roonr. Extraverts who
fall into their primitive introversion walk about Iooking very intportant.
assuring everybody that they are having deep mystical experiences about
which they cannot talk. In a self'-important way they indicate they are now
deeply steeped in active imagination and the process ol individuation. One
gets a strange feeling of a barbaric possession. If this happens in thc fontr of
Yoga or Anthroposophy there will be that same display of something mystical
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going on. of an unfathonrable depth into which they have now dived. Actually,
thcy are constantly tempted to switch back to their extravcrsion. which explains their over-emphasis on lack of time lor contact with anybody. They

would love to switch over to their extraversion and go to every party and
tlrnner in town. So. det'ensively they say: "No, this is absolutely forbidden:
now I am in the depths of the psyche." Very often in this phase people are
srrre tlrat they are the type they now have to live. Extraverts who are in the
phase where they should assimilate introversion will always swear that they
rure and always have been introverts, and that it has always been an error to
call them extraverts. In this way they try to help themselves get into the
other side. ll they try to express their inner experiences, they generally do
so with over-excitenrent. they become terribly emotional and want to take
the lloor and have everybody listen. To thenl it is so tremendously unique
important.
This barbaric quality of the inferior function constitutes the great split
ol the human personality. One can thank God if one's opposite function
rs only personified in dreams by so-called primitives. for it is very often
represented by stone-age figures or even by animals. In such a case, one
can say that the inferior function has not even reached a primitively human
level. The inferior function in that stage dwells. so to speak, in the body
and can manifest itself only in physical symptoms or activities. When I see,
lor example, an introverted intuitive stretch himself in the sunshine with such
marvellous enjoyment of his inferior function, I have the feeiing that he is
like a cat enjoying the sun; his sensation is still on the level of an animal.
In a thinking type feeling very often does not go beyond the dog level.
It is more difficult to imagine that the feeling type thinks like an animal,
but even that is true. they have a habit of making banal statements which
lund

one feels any cow could have made
helpless attempts to

if it could speak.

Dogs sometimes make

think. My own dog made an attempt and drew some

terribly wrong conclusions. He always lay on my couch' and I used to
downl from that he concluded that I did not like him to sit on
anything above the ground. So whenever I put him up on something, he
became bewildered and thought he would be punished. He could not under'
stand that it was only the couch and not every raised piece of furniture that
was lorbidden him. tle had sirnply drawn the wrong conclusionl A dog has
a half-way developed thinking function that tends to draw the wrong con'
clusions. I have often been struck by the fact that feeling types think in
exactly the sarne way. for when you try to explain something to them they

chase him
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tlraw a general conclusion, some sweeping generalization that does not fit the
situation in any way. Primitive thinking started in their heads, and they drew

t'ont&ct each

an amazingly unadapted conclusion that led to entirely wrong results. Thus
one can often say that the thinking level of the feeling type is about on the

nrust not step on this snake, or frighten that bird by making a quick moverrrcnt, and things become very complicated. It has even led to the belief that

dog's level, it is so helpless and stiff.
ln most normal societies, people cover up their inferior function with a
persona- one of the main reasons why one develops a persona is so as not
to expose inferiorities, especially the int'eriorities of the fourth function. lt
is

contaminated with one's animal nature, one's unadapted emotions and

affec ts.

join together and put off the persona and try really 1o
other. Then one feels as if he were moving in the jungle: one

s(x)n as human beings

psychology causes people to deteriorate in their social behaviour, which to
some extent is quite true. At the C. G. Jung Institute, too, we are in a way
rrruch nastier and more difficult to get along with than, say, a society for
hreeding dogs or hares or a club for fishermen. There the social contact is
rn general on a much more conventional level, and it appears to be more

ivilized. But the truth is simply that at the Institute and in the Psychokrgical Club we tend not to cover up what is going on underneath. ln most
other societies or groups the inferior function is covered up and plays havoc
rrnder the table; underneath there are all these ditTiculties, but they are
rrever brought up to the surface and discussed openly. The assinrilation of
the shadow and of the inferior function has the effect that people become
socially more difficult and less conventional; this creates friction. On the
e

when Jung tbunded the Psychological club in Ziirich he wanted to find out
how a group would work in which the inferior function would not be covered
up, but where people would contact each other by it. The result was absolutely amazing. People who walked into this society from outside were
shocked by the rude behaviour and the absolutely unending quarrels this
group displayed. I once visited the club many years ago. Until then I had
never made a move towards becoming a member because I felt too shy. one
day Jung said to me: "Do you not want to join the psychological club, or
do you not dare join it? " I said I did not dare join it, but would love to. so
he said: "All right. I will be your godfather" we need godfathers to get

-

into the club - "but I'll wait first to see if you have a dream indicating the
right moment has come." And what did I dream? I dreamt that a natural
scientist. an old man who looked very much like Jung, had made up an experimental group to find out how animals of different species got along with

other. I came into the place, and there were aquariums with fishes in
them, enclosures with tortoises, newts and such creatures, cages with birds
and dogs and cats, and the old man was sitting in the middle, taking notes
each

of how the animals behaved socially with each other. I discovered then that
I was a flying fish in an aquarium and could jump out. I told my dream to
Jung, and he said with a grin: "l think now you are mature enough to join
the Psychological Club: you have got the central idea, its purpose.,'
In this rather humorous way the unconscious took up the idea: namely,
that it is really a great problem when human beings contact each other, for
in the inferior function one is a cat, another is a tortoise, and a third a hare
- there are all those animals! In such a situation ohe must face the problem,
for example, of maintaining one's own terrain. Many animal species have a
tendency to 'own' a few meters of homeland and to deflend it against all
intruders. These complicated rituals of territorial defense build up again as

other hand, it also creates a greater liveliness - it is never boring. there is
rlways a storm in the teacup, and the group is very much alive instead of
having just a kind of dull, polite surface. In the Psychological Club. for
instance, the animal tendency to have one's territory became so strong that
people started reserving seats. There was So-and-So's chair and you couldn't
sit on it; that would be a major insult because So-and-So always sat there'
I have noticed that there are also papers on certain chairs at the Institute.
'lhere the dog or the cat So-and-So sitsl That is a very good sign. It is a
restoration of an original and natural situation.
It is amazing how deeply the inferior function can connect one to the
realm of the animal nature within oneself. Apart from the humorous way
rn which I have just described it, the inferior function is actually the con'
nection with one's deepest instincts, with one's inner roots, and is. so to
speak, that which connects us with the whole past ol mankind. Primitive
societies have dances with animal masks that are meant to connect the tribe
with their ancestral ghosts, with the whole past of the tribe. We have. for
the most part, lost such masked dances, though there is still the Carnival as
a remnant.

Once a person has experienced the problem of the functions, the next
step in the process of psychic development is to assimilate the two auxiliary
functions. One must not forget that the assimilation of these functions is
such a

difficult task that people generally

spend a very long time at

it.

Sc
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of the main function, then the assimilation

times people actually become a certain type which was not their original type.

is, first comes the development

tbr eight or ten years.
To assimilate a function means to live with that orre function in the forcground. Ilone does a little cooking or sewing, it does not mean that the
sensation lunction has been assimilated. Assimilation means that the whole
adaptation of conscious life, for a while, lies on that one function. Switching
over to an auxiliary lunction takes place when one feels that the present way
of living has become lifeless. when one gets more or less constantly bored
with oneself and one's activities. Generally it happens that one does not have
to come to a theoretical conclusion about which function to switch to. The
best way to know how to switch is simply to say: "All right, all this is now
completely boring, it does not mean anything to me any more. Where in
my past life is an activity that I feel I could still enjoy'l An activity out of
which I could still get a kick'1" lf a person then genuinely picks up that
activity. he will see that he has switched over to another function.
I want to take up now the problem of establishing what I called in my
lirst lecture the'middle realm.' This becomes a crucial issue when a person
reaches the stage of dealing seriously witlt his inferior function. The inferior
function cannot be assimilated within the structure of the conscious attitude;
it is too deeply implicated in and contaminated by the unconscious. It can
be 'raised' somewhat, but in the process of raising it consciousness is pulled
down. ln the process olthis dymanic interplay the middle realnr is estab-

of the first auxiliary. After that, consciousness assimilates a third: now
there are three. But the next step does not consist ofjust adding another
unit - one, two. three. and then four. Out of the third comes not the fourth
but the One. Jung once told me in a private conversation that there is no
fourth in the upper layel it is like this:

Field of naive ego- consciousness with three functions.

Middle field where the egoSelf relationship no longer
functions autonom ou sly but
is only instrumental.
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preformed four functions.

lished.

Touching the inferior function resembles an inner breakdown at a certain
crucial point olone's life. It has the advantage, however, of overcoming the
tyranny of the dominant function in the ego complex. lf someone has really
gone through this tranformation he can use his thinking function, if that is
the appropriate reaction. or he can let intuition or sensation come into operation, but he is no longer possessed by one dominant function. The ego can
take up a particular function and put it down. like a tool, in an awareness of
its own reality outside the system of the four functions. This act of separation
is achieved through encountering the inferior function. The inferior function
is an important bridge to the experience of the deeper layers of the unconscious. Going to it and staying with it. not just taking a quick bath in it,
effects a tremendous change in the whole structure of the personality.
Jung quotes again and again this old saying of the legendary alchemist
and author. Maria Prophetissa: "One becomes two, two becomes three,
and out of the third comes the one as the fourth." One becomes two: that

One can illustrate it in another way : there are a mouse, a cat, a dog and
a lion. The first three animals can be domesticated of one treats them well,
but then comes the lion. It refuses to be added as the fourth but eats up the
others, so in the end there is only one animal left. The inferior function
behaves like this: when it comes up, it eats up the rest of the personality.
The fourth becomes the One, for it is no longer the fourth; only one is left

i. e., a total psychic life phenomenon, no longer a function! Naturally
that is a simile and only gives a kind of illustration.
ln his book, Mysterium Coniunctionis (p.202), Jung quotes an alchemical
text that mirrors the problem of the fourth function and the establishment
of the middle ground. The text is called, "Treatise of the Alchemist Aristotle
addressed to Alexander the Great about the Philosophical Stone." lt is prob'
ably of Arabic origin and it appears translated into Latin in one of the early
alchemical publications. The following recipe is given:
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Take the serpent, and place it in the chariot with four
wheels. and let it be turned about on the earth until it is
immersed in the depths of the sea, and nothing more is

(rl
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llren is content for a while. After a time

it
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assimilates a second function and

opposites. This snake is placed upon a carriage. The wheels are interpreted
in the text as the wheels of the elements and the car is called a spheric tomb,
a round tomb or sepulchre. The simile of the car in our text represents the
alchemical vessel in which the spirit of the unconscious is contained. Jung
says the symbolism in this passage describes the essential phases of the opus:

contentedly once more. [t has pulled up both from the unconscious.
l hen it pulls up a third onto the plane of consciousness. Now three functions
lrc assimilated on the upper, civilized level upon which we try norrnally to
lrve. But one cannot bring the fourth function up to this same level. On the
('ontrary, if one tries too hard, the fourth fuction will pull ego-consciousness
tkrwn to a completely primitive level. One may identify with il and its inrprrlses absolutely, then there will occur those sudden switches in which people suddenly drop down onto an animal level.
I have referred to the film "The Blue Angel" in which this problem was
represented: a college professor suddenly switches over to his inferior feeling
lirnction and becomes a circus clown, being caught by admiration for a vamplike woman in a cabaret. But that is certainly not the assimilation of the
lirurth function. One can drop down onto a low animal level, if one wants,
:rrrd live out the inferior function in a concrete form without having assimil:rlcd it in any way. In such a case one simply loses the whole upper strucIrrre of the former personality. People who have a great primitive courage
Ior life can do this. When they touch the fourth function they suddenly
switch wholeheartedly over irrto it. Jung tells of the case of a man who
lrved as a very respectable businessman until he was 60. He had a family,
;r good business, and everything else, but then he became sleepless and restless and unhappy for a few months. One night he sprang up in bed, shouting:
"l have it!" His wife woke up and asked: "What? " '1 have it. I am a Bum!
lhat's what I am!" He immediately left his wife and family and his business.
spcnt all his money and drank himself to death. That was certainly courageous.
hut rather a drastic solution of the problem! He suddenly fell into the inlcrior side of his personality and forgot everything else.

the snake of Hermes - the cold side of nature, the unconscious - is caught
in a round vessel that is made of glass and represents the Cosmos as well as
the soul. From a psychological standpoint, such an image represents consciousness of both the outer and the inner worlds, Putting the wheels onto
the carriage indicates a cessation of all four functions: one draws them in,
so to speak. The later transformation of these four wheels corresponds to
the integration process through the transcendent function. The transcendent
function unites the opposites. and. as alchemy shows, they are ordered in a
quaternio.
This alchen-ical symbol does not minimize the problem of the fourth function. but it points to a solution. The ego assimilates its first function and

The fourth function is always life's great problem: if I don't live it, I am
lrustrated and half dead and everything is boring; if I live it, it is of such
hrw level that I cannot use it, unless I have the pseudo-courage of this man.
Mr>st people do not have that courage, others would have it but they see that
this is no solution either. So what does one do? At that moment this chemit:rl recipe comes into place: namely, the effort to deal with the fourth functron by putting it into a spherical vessel, by giving it a frame of phantasy. One
r'ln get on not by living the fourth function in a concrete outer or inner way,
lrrrt by giving it the possibility of a phantasy expression, whether in writing
or painting or dancing or in any other form of active imagination. Jung found
llrat active imagination was practically the only mearls for dealing with the

visible but the blackest dead sea. And there let the chariot
with the wheels remain, until so many fumes rise up from
the serpent that the whole surface Qtlanities) become dry
and by desiccation sandy and black. All that is the earth
which is no earth, but a stone lacking all weight. .
(And when the fumes are precipitated in the form of rain,)
you should bring the chariot from the water to dry land,
and then you have placed the four wheels upon the chariot.
and wiil obtain the result if you will advance further to the
Red Sea, running without running, moving without motion
(cutens sine cursu, movens sine moru).
.

This is a very strange image. Take the wheels off the car and load them
onto itl (lt is interesting that one finds the same image in the I Ching. There
it is sometimes said that one should take the wheels off the carriage. As far
as I know, this Chinese image cannot have any direct connection with western

alchemy.) Jung then comments: The snake in alchemy is the symbol of
Mercurius, the primo materia, the matter with which the process starts. Further on in the process Mercurius personifies a kind of nature spirit full of

lrves
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lourth function.
In the choice of the means of active imagination one can see how the infe'
rior function comes into effect. An intuitive type. for instance, will generally

fix his active imagination in clay or in stone, making
it materially visible in son.le way. Otherwise it will not seem real. and the
inlerior function will not come in. Jung, being an intuitive, discovered it
iirst by the need to build little clay and stone castles, and from that experi-

have a strong desire to

ence he discovered the problem that is constellated by the fourth function.
The rare forrn of dancing I have usually seen when feeling is the fourth [unc-

tion.

Sometimes thinking types, when they have to assimilate their feeling
function, have a genuine wistt to express it by dancing in certain primitive
rhythms. Inferior feeling can also express itself in very colorful paintings,
color in general expressing st.rong feeling rnoods. A sensation type will conceive weird fiction stories, zuch as I described earlier, or wild phantastic
novels into which intuition can run. When the problem comes up of choosing the means for assimilating the unconscious psychological problem by
fantasying, the choice is generally connected with the inferior function.
When one reaches the stage of dealing decisively with the fourth function,
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rrrrted as the wheels that have to be integrated. Then conles the fifth esserrce.
which is not another additional element. but is. so to speak. the essence of
;rll fbur and yet none of the four: il is the four in one. To the four conres
:r f ilth thing which is not the tbur but is sonrething beyond thenr and consrsts of them all. That is what the alchemists called the llfih essence. the
tlttintessentia or the philosopher's slone. It means a consolidated nucleus
ul lhe personality which is no longer identified with arry of the lunctions.
lhis is a stepping out. so to speak. of identification with one's owr.r colrsciousness and with one's own unconscious. and dwelling. or trying to dwell.
orr this middle plane. Frorn then on. as the text says. one moves withoul
nr()vement, runs without running lcurretts sine cursu, movens sine m<-ttu\.
Alter this stage is reached, another kind of development begins. In alchemy.
rrs well as in the development of the personality. the solution to the probIt'rrr of the functions is the first step, but it is enornrously ditl)cult to get
('vcn as far as that.
(

A period of questions and answers tbllows.)

it becomes impossible to stay on the upper level, but one may also not wish
to drop dowm to the lower. So the middle area becomes the only possible

(htcstion: What happens in

solution. This middle ground, which is neither on the upper nor the lower
level, is established through fantasying in the specific lorm of active inagination. At this moment one transmits. as it were, his feeling of life into an
inner centre, and the four functions remain only as instruments which can
be used at will taking them up and putting them down again. The ego and
its conscious activity are no longer identical with any of the functions. This
is what the alchemical text represents by the putting of the lour wheels upon
the car. There is a complete standstill in a kind of inner centre. and the func'
tions do not act automatically any more. You can bring them out at will, as
for instance an airplane can let down the wheels in order to latrd and then
draw them in again when it has to fly. At this stage the problem of the functions is no longer relevant: the functions have become instruments of a consciousness which is no longer rooted in them or driven by them. It has its
basis of operation in another dimension, a dimension that can only be created
by the world of imagination. That is why Jung calls this the transcendent
function. This right kind of imagination creates the uniting symbols.

l)r. von Franz: What does sorneone look like when he has detached his ego
,rwrreness, or his ego consciousness, from identification with certain funcIrorrs'l I think the nearest and most convincingexantple would be in sorne
rlt'x:riptions of the behaviour of Zen Buddhist Masters. lt is said that the
,l,ror of the inner house is closed. but the Master meets everybody and every
',rtrration and everything in the usual manner. He continues in everyday lile,
pruticipating in it in a normal way. lf people conle to be taught. he will teach
tlrcrn with feeling. lla ditl'icult problent is put before hinr. he can think aboul
rt Il it is the nroment to eat. he will eat. and if it is the nlolrent to sleep. he
rvrll sleepl he uses his sensation function in the right way. When it is a queslron of seeing through the other person in a flash of intuition, or through the
',rlrration, he will do that. He will nol, however. be inwardly boultd to the
,'1io lunctions he uses in meeting the particular situation. He will have losl
.r ( ortain kind of childish eagerness to meet things. lf you present people
!rlr() are still identical with their thinking with a thinking problem, they go
rr1'.lrt into it. This is necessary. because if they do not learn to be right in
rt tlrey will never learn to think properly and appropriately. But after the
rr:ursformation, if you present them with a thinking problem they remain

This coincides with the alchemical symbolism that speaks of the problem
- water. fire. air and earth. ln our text they are repre-

of the four elements

a

hunran lil'e when this nriddle splrere is attained'l
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So you see there is a kind of discipline, but

IV

it

is invisible and

inwardly detached from it. though they can apply their thinking to the problem: they can stop thinking from one minute to another without having to
continue it. It is dilficult to bring examples because there are very few people
who have reached that stage, but there are very good descriptions of being
detached from one's own conscious functions in these Zen Buddhist exam-

say 'Go!'

ples.

Question: You have given several altematives, one of which is the achievement of the middle ground, which seems to be extremely rare, so that in

Question: Could you describe the difference between the kind of discipline
that one practices in Jungian analysis, as compared, say with that of theZen

tact very few people get this

Buddhist monk?

alternative between these two?

Dr. von F'ranz: There are analogies, but I would say that it is not the same
thing. I think that our way of trying to approach the problem of the inferior
tunction imposes a kind of discipline on all individuals which has an analogy
in the monastic life. not only in the East but also in the West. For instance,

Dr. von Franz: Yes. You have a great many people who from time to time
experience the problem of the inferior function - what I have spoken of as
getting into the hot bath and then jumping out of it again' Afterwards they
more or less go on with their three functions, constantly slightly uncomfortable on account of the non-integrated fourth. When things get too bad they
dive in a bit, but as soon as they feel better, they get out again. On principle,
they remain in their trinitarian world where the fourth is the devil who remains in a corner of their life. People who stick in this phase never quite
understand what Jung means by the problem of the fourth, and they never
quite understand what individuation really means. They remain in the con'
ventional former world of identifying with consciousness. Many people who
have even undergone a Jungian analysis do not get further than those brief
visits into the fourth realm and then talking about it to others - not really
trying to stay in it - because it is hellishly difficult to achieve.

remaining with the difliculty for a long time, giving up other occupations in
order to have enough time and energy for this main problem, practicing a
kind oi asceticism. But the monastic life. whether in the East or in the West,
is a collectively organised affair. You have to get up at a certain time, do a
certain work. obey the Abbot and so on; in contrast to that, the discipline
that conres upon an individual within the process of individuation is imposed
purely from within. There are no outer rules, and therefore the thing is
much more individual. Ilyou let it happen spontaneously instead of forcing
it from outside by organised discipline, you will see that the discipline is
completely dift'erent from person to person.
For a while I analysed two men who were friends, the one was an introverted thinking type and the other an extraverted feeling type. The extravert's discipline was very severe, for even if he drank a glass of wine, or stayed
at a dinner party half an hour too long, he had the most awful dreams. Sometimes both would receive invitations, and the typical introvert would say he
had no timet but promptly dreamt that he had to go to the party. His friend,
on the other hand, who had received the same invitation, had the dream
(naturally he had already decided on his costume and knew which lady he
would invite to come with him) telling him he should not go! No party, stay
at home! It was really amusing to see how it was just as great an agony for
the introvert to go to a party as it was sad for the other poor chap to stay
away! Sometimes they would exchange notes and say: "lsn't it really nasty!
Now I would like to go and may not, and you hate going but your dreams

vcry precisely adjusted. That is the advantage of our way of dealing with
the problem; you get your very appropriate, private discipline - invisible

to the outer world, but very disagreeable.

lion comes

up, and, I

far. Another alternative is where the roaring
assume, some degree of illness follows. Is there an

Suestion: How does the inferior function connect with the collective evil?
Dr. von Franz: As long as you do not really get into this stage there remains
what I call the devil in the corner. This is only the personal devil, the personal
inferiority of an individual, but with it collective evil comes in as well. The
little open door of each individual's inferior function is what contributes to
the sum of collective evil in the world. You could observe that very easily
in Germany when the devil slowly took over the situation in the Nazi move'
ment. Every German I knew at that time who fell for Nazism did so on
account of his inferior function. The feeling type got caught by the stupid
arguments of the Party doctrine; the intuitive type gol caught by his dependence on money - he could not give up hisjob and did not see how he could
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deal with the rnoney problem, so he had to stay in it despite the fact that
he did not agree, and so on. The inferior function was in each personal realm
the door where some of this collective evil could accumulate. Or, you could
say that each one who had not worked on his inl'erior function contributed
to this general disaster in a small way but the sum of millions of inferior

-

-

functions constitutes an enormous devill Propaganda against the Jews was
very cleverly nrade up in that respect. For example, the Jews were insulted
as being destructive intellectuals. which completely convinced all the feeling
types - a projection of inferior thinking. Or they were accused of being reck.
less money makers; that completely convinced the intuitive. for they were
his inl'erior sensation. and now one knew where the devil was. The propaganda used the ordinary suspicions that people had against others on account

of their inferior function. Soyou can say that behind each intlividual the
fourth function is nor just a little kind of deficiency: the sum of these is
really responsible for a tremendous amount of trouble.
Question: Is there a moral issue involved iu individuation? ls it a question
of perfection in a strictly moral sense'l
Dr. von Franz, The process olindividuation is an ethical problem, and someone without any morality would get stuck right at the beginning. But the
word 'perlection' is not appropriate. That is a christian ideal which does not
quite coincide with our experience of the process of individuation. Jung says
that the process seenrs not to tend towards perfection but towards completeness. This means. I think. that you cannot get the thing up to the upper level

of the

you have to come down, and that means a relative
lowering ol the level of the personality. If you are in the middle, the one
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ohlcct of engendering emotion. Someone practising such a low type of prowould know that it is not by reasonable talk that one gets the masses.
1r:rganrla

lrrrt by arousingemotion. Emotion can be aroused in everyone at the same
trrrrc if you bringup the inferior function. because as I said before. that is
tlrc crnotional function. Theretbre. if you speak to intellectuals you must
:rr0use

primitive feelingsl

ll you speak to University

professors. you must

n()t use scientific language because in that field their minds are clear and they
wrll see through all the snares in your speech. lf you want to get a lie across'

you must substantiate your lie with a lot of feeling and emotiotr. Since Univcrsity professors will on the average have inferior f'eeling, they will fall for
lhar at once. Hitler had the art of doing this. His speeches show that he
rllked quite differently to different groups. and he knew very well how to
wake up the inferior function. A man who had been present at several of
his speeches told me that he dicl it through his intuition, by feeling his way
rnto the situation. At times, Hitler would at first be quite uncertain' [le
would try out his themes like a pianist, mentioning a little of this and a litrle of that. He would be pale and nervous. and his SS men would get all
worked up because the Fuhrer did not seem to be in form. But he was just
trying out the ground. Then lle would notice that if he brought up a parricular subject. it would arouse emotion. so then he would just go full tilt
lor thatl That's the demagogue! when he feels that inferior side, he knows
where t}1e complexes are, and that is what he goes for. One must argue in
a primitive, emotional way, the way in which the inferior function would
argue. Hitler did not think that out. lr was the fact that he was caught in
his own inferiority which gave him that talent.

diagram \, but

side is not as dark and the other not quite as bright, and there is more a tendency to constitute a kind of completeness which is neither too light not too

dark. But one has to sacrifice

a certain amount of striving for moral perfection in order to avoid building up too black a counter-position. lt is ethical.
but not idealistic. one has to give up the illusion that one can produce something perfect in the human realm.

Question: Would you say that propaganda is mainly a lield for the inferior
function'l
Dr. von Franz: Yes. if it is the type of propaganda that is built up with the

Dr. von Franz: I have been asked whether emotion and feeling are connected?
The answer is, only when it is a case of inferior feeling. Emotion and feeling
are connected in a thinking type. I think of the national differences between
French ancl Germans. The German language has many words for t'eeling,
that are confused with emotion, while the French word for feeling, sentiment,
conveys nothing of emotion. not a shade of it. ln general the French. as a
nation, have more differentiated feeling, so to them it is not emotional. This
is why the French always make fun of German feelings - they say: "Oh, the
Germans. with their heavy feeling - beer and singing and'Oh lleimatland' all that sentimental stuff." A Frenchman hassentiment, a cl'ear-cut thing with
no wishy-washiness about it. There you have an example of the feeling type
condemning the inferior feeling r:f a nation whose superiority is not in l'eeling.
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The Germans think much better, but their feeling is rather primitive,
warm and full of the atmosphere of the stable, but also full of explo-
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Question: Has Dr. Jung applied this theory of functions to his ideas about
lhe Trinity and quaternity in his studies on religion?

sivesl

l)r. von Franz: Put briefly, I would

Question: Would you equate the transcendent function with'gestalten'.
Dr. von Franz: It is different from what generally is used in'gestalten,'or
what is used when you let people just fantasy freely. Here it is fantasying
with ego consciousness taking its standpoint. This activity is driven by the
urge towards individuation. When this urge is still unconscious, it is simply
that element of constant dissatisfaction and restlessness which nags people

till they reach a higher level again and again in life. The pincipium individuationis is naturally this transcendent function, but in Jungian psychology
one does not let it just bite one till one has to take the next step; one turns
toward it directly and tries to give it form by expressing it through active
imagination. And that, in a way, then leads to an evolution which transcends
the problem of the four functions: the constant battle of the four functions
then comes to rest.

Question: Is this stage, then, a permanent condition of active imagination?
Dr. von Fronz: Yes, this is the plane on which active imagination takes control. With the inner nucleus of consciousness you stay in the middle place,
you no longer identify with what goes on in the upper or lower planes. You
stay within your active imagination, so to speak, and you have the feeling
that this is where your life process goes on. For instance, on the one plane
you very often notice synchronistic events happening, and on the other are
the dreams, but you keep your consciousness turned towards the events
which happen on the middle plane, on the events which evolve within your
active imagination. This becomes the function with which you move along
through life. The other planes still exist for you, but you are not centred
in them. The.centre of gravity shifts away from the ego and its functions
into an interim position, into attending to the hints of the Self. For instance,
a Chinese text which describes the process says consciousness is then in a
position like a cat watching a mousehole - not too dull and not too tense.

If a cat is too tense, it gets cramps and misses the mousel if it is too dull,
the mouse will walk out and the cat will miss it. This kind of (half-dimmed)

conscious attention is turned towards the inner process.

answer in the affirmative. That is, the
problem of the third and the fourth in religious symbolism connects with
the problem of the four functions. It connects as the archetypal model connects with the single case. To refer to the drawing I gave you in the first
lecture, the archetypal constellation would be at the base of the psyche; this
is the structural tendency to develop four functions. You can find this archetype in mythologies of four persons, in the four directions of the compass,
in the four winds, in the four angles at the four corners of the world. It is
in Christian symbolism also. For instance, there are the four evangelists,
where three are animals and one a human being. There are also the four
sons of Horus, three of whom have animal heads and one a human head.
Those are manifestations of a basic structural archetype in the human psyche,
of the disposition in a human being which, as soon as he tries to cast a model
of a total existence - a model of the total cosmic world or of total human
life, tends to use a fourfold model. The choice just naturally falls upon a
fourfold model more often than on any other. In China, it is to be found
everywhere. The fourfold mandalas always arise from an impulse to cast
a model of total existence, where people do not want to face a single fact
but want a mapping out of general phenomena. It would therefore be an
inherent inborn structural disposition in the human psyche to use such fourlold models for totalities.
The problem of the four functions in the consciousness of an individual
would be a secondary product of this more basic model. It is not advisable
to project the factors of the unconscious structure upon the field ofconsciousness, or to use the factors of the conscious functions to explain the
archetypal structure. The problem of the four functions in the consciousness
of an individu al is one of the manifestations of these more general archetypal
dispositions. If, for instance, you try to explain the model of the four mountains in the four directions of the world in China, or the four winds in the
four corners of the world, by saying that one must be thinking and the other
must be another function you never get anywhere. It simply does not click!
The archetype of the quaternio as a model of the total situation is more
general than the four functions. It would therefore be wrong-headed to
reduce the dogma of the Trinity and the problem of the fourth person of
the Trinity, whether the virgin Mary or the devil, to the problem of func-
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is a general archerypar probrem.
rr assumes the form of the four
functions. Fore*u,npre,
('hrisrian

l)'r l, rrrf rrrtrrvrduar

irr rrrc
rerigion the devir is the symbor of
absorute evir in the Godhcad' but it would be very presumptuous
if you accorded your inferior think.
ing or inl'erior feeling such a great
honor as io call it the devil in person!
That
rvould be rather an inflated expranation
of your inferiorities! Just as you
could not say that your three relatively
aevetopea functions were identical

with the Trinity! As soon as you put
it

as bruntly as thar, you see how
ridicu.
lous the idea wourd be. Nevertherlssyou
can say that there is a connection,
since evil, negativisrn and crestructiveness
do connect with the inferior func-

tion in the individual.
I can give you an instance of how this
connection operates. An intuirive
person had to send me a retter
with some very agreeabre news for

me, but
wasvery jearous and misraid the retter.
Now did her inferior function
make her misray the letter with the good
news for me. or was it her intriguing
jealous shadow? rt was
both! The intrigurng jealous shadow got
her via the
inferior function. you can never pin
down such a person, _ you can only
say: "Oh, that's your inferior sensation,
don,t let,s mention ii uguin.:, nrt
it is typicar enough that the shadow.
the negative impurse. sneaks into the
she

inferior function. I rernember

the case of a man, a feeling type,
who was
terribly jealous because a woman
in whorn he was interested had a tremendous transference to Jung. So
this gentlemen felt snubbed by her.
Shejust
wouldn't Iook at him, and thar cut
hi* to the heart. tt. .ouid no, f.i ou*
it for a long time' Fina.lry he wrote
a book agajnst Jungian psychorogy,
fulr
of errors and misquotations, in which
he put'forth a .better new phirosophy.,
Now you can see' on the feering lever
- his superior function - this man
could not do such a nasty thing; he
courd not attack Jung directly as a person
because his feeling was too differentiated.
He saw clearly that Jung, who
could not herp this woman's transference,
had nothing to do with the business' So his feeling remained decent.
But his inferior thinking picked the
motivation - which was rotten jealousy
and nothing ,lr" _ .rri.proOuceO
the most amazing junk. He was
not even able to copy out the quotations
properly because he had been
blinded and swept away by a shadow
impurse.
Shadow impulses, destructive impulses,
iealousy, hatred, and so on. generally
get one via the inferior function.
because that is a weak spot; that
is where
we are not in contror of ourserves,
not constantly aware of the operations
of our actions' In this corner, therefore,
any destructive or negative tendencies attack' and there you could
say that the devrr has to do with
the fburth
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ltrrrt'tron because he gets people through it. If you speak medieval language,
yrlr can say that the devil wants to destroy people and will always try to
gf I y()u by your inferior function. The fourth door of your room is where
nrrt',t'ls can

come in. but also devils!
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politician. this had a bad effect. This was a wrong kind of intuition, based
on personal projection. That is an instance of inferior intuition. Someone
with inferior feeling might suddenly start a lawsuit, convinced that he was
fighting for the right and the good, but if someone else could shoot this con-

THE ROLE OF THE INFERIOR FUNCTION
IN

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT

viction down, he would throw the whole thing over, including the lawsuit
which he had himself begun.
The sudden change in his judgment would indicate the inferior l'eeling.
People are very easily influenced when it is a question of their inferior function. Since it is in the unconscious, they can easily be made uncertain of
their position, whereas in the realm ol their superior function they generally
know how to act when attackedi they have all their weapons ready and are
broad-minded and flexible and feel strong. As soon as you fcel strong you
are quite willing to discuss things or to change your attitude. but where you
feel inferior you get fanatical and touchy and are easily influenced. Ihe expression on a friend's face can affect the leeling ol'a thinking type because
his feeling is in the unconscious and therefore open to influence. Therefore,
as I mentioned before, the extraverted thinking type can make very loyal
friends, but can also suddenly turn against them. He may drop you one
day like a hot potato, and you don't know what happened! Somehow, something poisonous got into his systern, someone said something, or even just
made a face when your n:rme was mentioned! The feeling is unconscious.

Such effects can only be cured when they are taken up consciously. If you
objected, in thinking terms, about his policy in having the lawsuit, the extraverted thinking type would be willing to discuss it and to ask your reasons.
He would be approachable and not influenced in a wrong way, while in the
realm of feeling he would break off suddenly and without reason and without
himself quite knowing why.

The int'erior tunction is the door through which all the figures of the uncon-

with four
or the
Animus
the
tloors, and it is the fourth door by which the Shadow.
scious come into consciousness. Our conscious realm is like a room

Anima ancl the pcrsonification of the Self come in. They do not enter as often
through the other doors, which is in a wav self-evident: the inferior function
so close to the unconscious and remains so barbaric and inferior and undeveloped that it is naturally the weak spot in consciousness through which the
rs

l'igures of the unconscious can break

in. In consciousness it

is experienced as

l

weak spot. as that disagreeable thing which will never leave one in peace and
always causes trouble. Every time one feels he has acquired a certain inner

balance, a firm standpoint, something happens from within or without to
throw it over again. This force always comes through the fourth door, which
cannot be shut, The other three doors of the inner room can be closed. But
on the fourth door the lock does not work, and there, when one is least prepared for it. the unexpected will come in again. Thank God, one might add,

lirr otherwise the whole life process would petrify and stagnate in a wrong
kind of consciousness. The inferior function is the ever'bleeding wound of
the conscious personality, but through it the unconscious can always come
in and so enlarge consciousness and bring forth a new attitude.
As long as one has not developed the other functions, the two auxiliary
lirnctions. they too will be open doors. In a person who has only developed
one superior function. the two auxiliary functionswill operate in the same
way as the inf'erior function and will appear in personifications of the shadow,
the animus and the anima. When one has succeeded in developing three
lirnctions. in locking three of the inner doors, the problem of the fourth door

still remains. for that is the one that is apparently meant not to be locked.
l'here one has to succumb, one has to suffer defeat in order to develop further.
In dreams. the inferior function relates to the shadow, the animus oranima,
lnd the self. and it gives them a certain characteristic quality. For instance,
the shadow in an intuitive type will often be personified by a sensation type.
t'he inferior function is contaminated by the shadow in each type: in a thinking type it will appear as a relatively inferior or primitive feeling person, and

